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FROM the moment they set their sights
on the high reaches of Ballandean’s
granite rock country, Symphony Hill has
occupied the real-life dreams of the
Macpherson family.
The former IT professionals have given
everything they have to build the wine
business, proudly following in the
footsteps of the area’s Catholic
predecessors who introduced grape
vines to the sandy-soil fruit growing site
in the late 1880s.
Just as the Cistercian monks planted
Burgundy vineyards 130 years before,
the wealthy family-owned houses of
today are actively selling chardonnay
and pinot noir.
At the Macphersons, the top drops will
not be chardonnay. They are alternative
variety specialists, so expect to be
impressed by wines labelled lagrein,
gewürztraminer and tannat.
There are French-origin varieties which
do well in the high-elevation districts
they source widely from, and direct to
their No. 2017 Eukey Road vineyard,
houses and winery. They are sauvignon
blanc, semillon, pinot gris, shiraz, petit
verdot and pinot noir – many
of which are difficult to grow well.
Symphony Hill head Ewen Macpherson
has told of how his wife Elissa went for
a bush walk to the top of the hill back
in 1996 and had a ‘Julie Andrews
moment’.
“She felt the hills were alive, and loved
the symphony of nature playing out. Her

stop the smell
‘WHERE is the smell coming from?’
We can’t find it.
Every time we go out on the back
patio we get this awful smell. We
can’t find out where it is coming
from. We don’t have any leaks under
the house from our plumbing that we
can see. We can’t find anything dead
under the house.
We have family coming to visit and
neighbours are starting to complain.
We can’t just leave it. We are so
embarrassed, we just don’t
go out and enjoy our lovely outside
area where we can have relaxation
and entertain and the view is
wonderful.
The kids don’t play on the lawn out

declaration was to name the winery
Symphony Hill,” Ewan said.
In surveying the track record of
Symphony wines, several success
factors come to mind.
Ewen is very focused on quality and on
making wines with detail, no matter
what the variety, such as the newlyfound lagrein of northern Italian origin,
or an old stalwart shiraz variety from
Iran.
It is one achievement to make these
wines but the greater mountain to climb
is to sell them successfully.
Ewen reports the greatest example of
this is the out-of-fashion
gewürztraminer, once blended with
sweet lolly riesling wines or sold here
as off-dry Alsatian wine.
Symphony Hill has made this its “go to”
wine at the cellar door, though not
widely popular, by now owning the wine
show space it occupies.
Twice, the current 2014 vintage took
trophies for best varietal white.
The 1 hectare landscape sports
verdelho, viognier, pinot noir, shiraz and
cabernet sauvignon, growing at 1000
metres.
The best example of this is Symphony
Hill Reserve Shiraz – the company’s
flag bearer for achievements – which
exudes Ewan’s creed to ‘let your visit be
a catalyst for dreams, romance,
adventure, discovery, inspiration and
celebration’.
That’s reason enough to visit.

native of northern Italy, often tannic and acidic
from the conditions, this one is more open and
inviting; not overly deep colour, cherry-purple,
young, nose of violets and other purple
flowers, the fruits are blue. Oak is French and
stylish, palate is soft but taut, creamy, closer to
tempranillo yet more like cabernet franc; not
easy to define, medium bodied, some savoury
appeal.

THREE BEST WINES

■ Symphony Hill Gewurztraminer
2014: 95 (13%) Tingha ($35): Made by the
company’s Churchill Fellow awardee winemaker
Mike Hayes. It stretches the boundary of what
constitutes aromatic in this wine for comparison
with any other traminer in this world. Lovely
green, pale, white flowers; powerful spice yet not
overt, kaffir lime, citrus pith. The palate is another
world; it rolls in the mouth with subtlety, spices
such as cardamom, and mint, fruitiness too but
taut, totally distinct from its bedmate riesling.

■ Symphony Hill Reserve Shiraz 2012: The
company flag bearer. Mike Hayes lets it speak,
the crunch on the nose must grab the drinker,
suave, svelte, grown-up. This gets you in a sniff
as it is so complex, though still subtle – a mix of
fruit aromas wrapped around sexy oak char.
Smells good, then proceeding to drink is an array
of velvet tannin (high-elevation effect that
Barossa drinkers miss), black fruits flavour, mild,
easy.
www.symphonyhill.com.au

■ Symphony Hill Reserve Lagrein 2013: 92
(12.5%) Heathcote ($95); a rare grape here,
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there now because of the smell. The
dog is the only one who doesn’t
seem to notice it!
How many times have I heard these
stories? Lots and lots.
Mostly it is easy to identify and cheap
and easy to fix. The usual problem is
a septic tank that is short on the
good beneficial bacteria that make it
work smell free and efficiently.
Free advice can be found on www.
biomaster.com.au where an advice
line is offered.
And no, you don’t have to get to the
septic tank or grease trap to fix it.
The solutions to the problem can be
seen on how on the easy-to-follow
videos.
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